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Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisherLonely PlanetRarotonga, Samoa &
Tongais your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what
hidden discoveries await you. Surf the swells around the southern coastlines, hike the
challenging Cross-Island Track, or check out Tonga's 'Stonehenge of the Pacific' -all with your
trusted travel companion. Get to the heart of Rarotonga, Samoa and Tonga and begin your
journey now!Inside Lonely PlanetRarotonga, Samoa & Tonga Travel Guide:Colour maps and
images throughoutHighlightsand itineraries help you tailor your trip to your personal needs and
interestsInsider tips to save time and money and get around like a local, avoiding crowds and
trouble spotsEssential infoat your fingertips - hours of operation, phone numbers, websites,
transit tips, pricesHonest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sight-seeing, going out,
shopping, hidden gems that most guidebooks missCultural insights give you a richer, more
rewarding travel experience -history, etiquette, lifestyle, sport, arts, architecture, literature, music,
dance, craft, tattooing, environment, geography, ecology, religion, myths & legends, cuisine,
politicsOver30 colour mapsCovers Raratonga, Aitutaki, 'Atiu, Mangaia, Samoa, American
Samoa, Tonga, Nuku'alofa, Ha'apai Group, Vava'u Group, Ma'uke and moreThe Perfect Choice:
Lonely PlanetRarotonga, Samoa & Tonga, our most comprehensive guide to Rarotonga, Samoa
and Tonga, is perfect for both exploring top sights and taking roads less travelled.Looking for
more coverage? Check out Lonely PlanetSouth Pacificguide for a comprehensive look at what
the whole region has to offer.Authors: Written and researched by Lonely Planet.About Lonely
Planet: Since 1973, Lonely Planet has become the world's leading travel media company with
guidebooks to every destination, an award-winning website, mobile and digital travel products,
and a dedicated traveller community. Lonely Planet covers must-see spots but also enables
curious travellers to get off beaten paths to understand more of the culture of the places in which
they find themselves.eBook Features: (Best viewed on tablet devices and
smartphones)Downloadable PDF and offline maps prevent roaming and data
chargesEffortlessly navigate and jump between maps and reviewsAdd notes to personalise your
guidebook experienceSeamlessly flip between pagesBookmarks and speedy search
capabilities get you to key pages in a flashEmbedded links to recommendations' websitesZoom-
in maps and imagesInbuilt dictionary for quick referencingImportant Notice: The digital edition of
this book may not contain all of the images found in the physical edition.
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Welcome to Rarotonga, Samoa & TongaAdrift on these daydreamy South Pacific islands –
deliciously remote and unhurried – it's easy to get back to the simple pleasures of eating,
sleeping and succumbing to holiday whims.South Seas DreamingPerpetuated by Hollywood,
the paradisiacal reputation of this part of the South Pacific can be traced back to the tales of
returned European explorers. These nations have modernised since then, but their allure is
undiminished: you’ll still find gin-clear waters and gardenia-scented air. But what’s most amazing
is how untainted by tourism most of the islands are. Blame it on remoteness, blame it on air
fares, but few people who fantasise about the South Seas ever actually make the journey. This is
the true gift of these Polynesian isles: here's your chance to get right off the tourism
grid.Polynesian WaysThese cultures are so idiosyncratic that almost every encounter yields a
memorable moment. Locals burst into song in public, and on Sundays the singing in church
raises the roof. Villagers casually swing bush knives by their sides as they walk along; kids sit on
the scuffed tombs of their relatives as if they were outdoor furniture; and games of rugby and



volleyball erupt with gladiatorial intensity on threadbare patches of grass. Locals sell traditional
handicrafts such as tapa cloth, woven mats, baskets and carvings by the roadside, as hotted-up
cars scoot past with Polynesian hip-hop blaring.Island TimeThrough the conduit of snorkelling,
diving, sailing, swimming, hiking, drinking, feasting and talking about nothing in particular with
loquacious locals, visitors to these islands quickly change down a gear or two and slip into
island time. Indeed, time here is a flexible commodity, and days roll in and out on the tide. One
day you’re exploring vanilla-bean plantations, snorkelling with hypercoloured tropical fish,
swimming in sunken caves and dancing at a bar, and the next a plane is waiting to jet you back
home. The trick is to go with the flow – don't stress too much if things don't happen precisely
when you expect them to.Dinner is ServedThese South Pacific islands don't have a great rep for
fine food and wine. But sidestep the Westernised resort restaurants and be adventurous: you'll
find hearty local stews cooked with coconut milk, fabulous fresh seafood (how's that lobster?)
and even the odd peppy Chinese noodle soup. And who needs shiraz when the weather is this
humid? Sip a cold local lager instead – it's the perfect thirst quencher as the sun sets on another
day in the promised land.Samoa | ZSTOCKPHOTOS/GETTY IMAGES ©Why I Love Rarotonga,
Samoa & TongaBy Charles Rawlings-Way, WriterSure, you’ve got the palm trees, the seafood,
the hypercoloured reefs, the sweet scent of hibiscus on the evening breeze… But the best thing
about Rarotonga, Samoa and Tonga is the pace of life here – or rather, the lack of pace. I spend
most of my time careening around Australia’s big cities, drinking too much coffee and talking a
lot. Every slowed-down trip I make to these islands is an antidote to the mayhem, extending my
allocated time on this lonely planet by unknown years.

Rarotonga, Samoa & Tonga’s Top 15South Seas SurfingEvery surfer worth their wax knows
about the big waves in Tahiti, where the Billabong Pro comp happens every year. But intrepid
wave hounds are gradually exploring Rarotonga, Samoa and Tonga, and finding brilliant
uncrowded scenes in warm, crystal-clear tropical waters. Cyclone season (November to April)
brings gnarly waves from the north, while during winter (May to August) low-pressure systems in
the Southern Ocean and Tasman Sea bring big swells to exposed southern coastlines. BYO
board is the norm.MARK TIPPLE/GETTY IMAGES ©Top ExperiencesHiking the Cross-Island
TrackA Cook Islands sojourn usually involves lots of good eating and drinking, and long, lazy
days on the beach. Offset all this tropical indulgence with a jaunt along Rarotonga’s challenging
Cross-Island Track. The three- to four-hour hike via the 413m-high Te Rua Manga (The Needle)
immerses walkers in some of the island's most eye-popping scenery. Starting from Rarotonga’s
northern coast, the terrain includes tangled tree roots amid tropical forest, meandering, rocky
streams and waterfalls.RHONDA GUTENBERG/GETTY IMAGES ©Top ExperiencesPago Pago
HarborIn American Samoa, Pago, as it’s affectionately known, is a gritty working town full of
fisherfolk and canneries. But that’s what makes its backdrop so surprising: vertical green peaks
with jagged silhouettes, plunging dramatically into an elongated bay of dark teal. Launch a kayak
to experience the bay at its best, ideally at sunrise or sunset when the light plays off the



mountains. You're just as likely to paddle past children playing on the beach as to pass stacks of
shipping containers.DANITA DELIMONT/GETTY IMAGES ©Top ExperiencesBeach Fale in
SamoaThese elongated, open-air huts on stilts hover over Samoa’s trademark white sands,
taking in panoramic vistas of turquoise seas while the cool breeze blows through. Few other
South Pacific countries have retained their traditional architecture to the point that it’s what they
offer tourists, without design or modern fanfare: in Samoa, guests sleep on the fale (house) floor
and privacy is found by pulling down thatched louvres. Fale are basic and budget, but the views
are worth a million bucks.KYLE ROTHENBORG/GETTY IMAGES ©Top ExperiencesSea
Kayaking in TongaOne of the best ways to see the aquamarine waterways and remote sandy
islands of Tonga’s Vava’u and Ha’apai groups is to take a guided multiday kayak tour. There’s
plenty on offer, from single-day trips to week-long packages: get some exercise, camp on
beaches or in fale, and meet villagers on outer islands that are usually next to impossible to
access. And there’ll be plenty of time for swimming, snorkelling and beachcombing along the
way.DOUGLAS PEEBLES PHOTOGRAPHY/ALAMY STOCK PHOTO ©Top ExperiencesTo Sua
Ocean TrenchOnce you’ve descended the 20-odd metres of wooden ladder into the crystalline
waters of this fairy grotto in Samoa, you’ll experience an odd sense of being totally removed
from (and yet at one with) the world. It's not so much a ‘trench’ as a sinkhole with sheer rock
walls adorned with greenery. You can swim under a broad arch of rock from the larger pool,
teased by droplets of water hitting the surface, to a second wide opening to the sky.DANITA
DELIMONT/GETTY IMAGES ©Top ExperiencesFagatele Bay National Marine SanctuaryThis
impressive submerged volcanic crater in American Samoa is fringed by Tutuila’s last remaining
stretch of coastal rainforest. Its cliffside depths host more than 140 species of coral and
innumerable species of colourful tropical fish – parrotfish, damselfish, butterfly fish, you name it
– plus other sea creatures such as lobsters, crabs, sharks, octopuses, turtles, giant clams and,
between June and September, migrating southern humpback whales. Snorkel yourself silly, or
chase some hiking trails around the coastline.Green sea turtle | PETER HENDRIE/GETTY
IMAGES ©Top Experiences‘Atiu’s CavesOne of the Cook Islands’ smallest and rockiest outer
islands, ‘Atiu is an ecotravel hotspot. Sign up for a birdwatching tour to spy an endangered
kakerori (Rarotongan flycatcher), then descend into the cathedral-like arches of Anatakitaki
Cave, the only known home of the elusive kopeka (‘Atiuan swiftlet) – listen for its distinctive echo-
locating clicks. Don't miss Anatakitaki’s other main attraction: a candlelit dip in the cave’s
sequestered subterranean pool. You can also visit Rima Rau burial cave here.SERGI
REBOREDO/AGE FOTOSTOCK ©Top ExperiencesHistory & ArchaeologyThe great Polynesian
migration that populated the South Pacific from the west took place around 3000 years ago.
History is alive and present here, with all sorts of significant sites remaining. Check out ‘the
Stonehenge of the Pacific’ – Tonga’s Ha’amonga ‘a Maui Trilithon, lonesome in a field – or the
Pulemelei Mound in Samoa, an abandoned pyramid lost in vines that's the largest ancient
structure in Polynesia.DANITA DELIMONT/GETTY IMAGES ©Top ExperiencesCape Mulinu’uAt
the western tip of Savai’i island you’ll find the beautiful outlook of Fafa O Sauai’i, considered one



of ancient Samoa’s most sacred spots. According to tradition, this gateway for souls into the next
world has two entrances: one for chiefs and another for commoners. One entrance is through a
cave near Cape Mulinu’u; the other is on the trail made by the setting sun over the sea. You
mightn't reach the afterlife, but don’t pass up a swim in the rock pool here.Coconut plantation,
Cape Mulinu’u | DOUGLAS PEEBLES/AGE FOTOSTOCK ©Top ExperiencesOfu BeachSurely
in line for nomination as one of the world’s top beaches, Ofu Beach, on the island of the same
name in American Samoa, is 4km of shining, palm-fringed white sand flanked by ridiculously
picturesque jagged peaks that rise behind it like giant shark’s teeth. Part of the Manu’a group, it’s
not easy to get to, but sometimes the best things in life require a bit of effort. You may be the only
person there…MICHAEL RUNKEL/GETTY IMAGES ©Top ExperiencesCook Islands CultureAn
accessible way to experience some Cook Islands culture without having to venture too far into
the wilderness is to check out an 'Island Night' show at a resort or restaurant in Rarotonga or
Aitutaki. Yes, they're prepackaged and often lacking in spontaneity, but the traditional dance,
close harmony singing, fire-throwing and drumming displays are certainly authentic. When
you’re (inevitably) asked up on stage after the big buffet dinner, just go with the flow, smile and
shake it out.Cook Islander dancers perform at the 10th Festival of Pacific Arts | VINCENT
TALBOT/GETTY IMAGES ©Top ExperiencesPunanga Nui MarketOn Saturday mornings in
Avarua, Rarotonga, skip the hotel buffet and make tracks to Punanga Nui, one of the Pacific’s
best markets. In between the colourful pareu (sarongs), handcrafted ukuleles and local buskers
is an entire morning of foodie discoveries. Kick off with organic island coffee and a still-warm
coconut bun, then move on to fresh-fruit smoothies and crepes crammed with tropical fruit.
Leave room for a few local specialities such as rukau (steamed taro leaves) or ika mata
(marinated raw fish).Lei (flower necklace), Punanga Nui Market | MATTHEW WILLIAMS-ELLIS/
ROBERT HARDING ©Top ExperiencesDowntown Nuku’alofaSigns of Tonga's intriguing ‘never-
colonised’ monarchist history are everywhere in the dusty capital, Nuku'alofa, from the
impressive waterfront Royal Palace, encircled by casuarinas and manicured lawns, to the
fenced-off and flower-covered royal tombs nearby, and smiling King Tupou VI on the newly
printed plastic banknotes. Nuku'alofa is an appealing spot to decompress for a few days, with
some good cafes, restaurants and guesthouses, some raffish waterside bars and the amazing
produce-lined aisles of Talamahu Market.HOLGER LEUE/GETTY IMAGES ©Top
ExperiencesDrinking in NeiafuIn Vava’u in Tonga’s northern reaches, Neiafu fronts onto one of
the world’s most photogenic natural harbours – a safe haven for yachts in a storm. Prop up the
bar at one of the old town’s harbourside booze rooms and sink a few cold beers. The
conversation drifts between moorings, weather charts, trade winds and destinations – there
might even be a South Seas duo strumming and harmonising in the corner, a kava session on
the go…or at least some classic rock on the stereo.MICHAEL RUNKEL/ROBERT HARDING ©
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siddhartha, “Intermediate between backpackers and luxury travel. Typical high quality Lonely
Planet guide. Intermediate between backpackers and luxury travel. Helps to get closer to local
ambiance, rather than just check off a list of tourist sites visited.”

LD, “Definitely updated since the 2012 edition. There are updates to the hotels, restaurants,
stores, and activities. I was able to see the Cook Islands before the typhoon stripped it and
everything went modern. People still lived in thatched huts with the only electricity being a light
bulb. They ate what was ripe that day.While the current climate is more modern now, the people
and scenery are far more relaxing than Tahiti. And much cheaper too as this book points out. I
would compare it to Hawaii before WWII. There are itineraries and suggestions on which islands
have the best adventures based on your desires. Unless you want to visit all 3 island groups, this
book will help you find the one that fulfills your dreams.The book gives you a much more
thorough list of available lodgings, food, entertainment, and sights than the tour guides for the
well heeled. And the comments about local customs are very helpful if you want the cooperation
of the locals.”

Tanya, “Essential reading  . Bought as an upgrade to an earlier version and was very impressed
with both the reviews and the content. The diary of events was particularly useful as it made me
alter my holiday dates. The Web links are particularly important especially if using the Kindle
version which I have as part  of Kindle unlimited.”

Stratgad, “Made a great Present. Prompt Despatch - met expectations - made a great present!”

The book by Lonely Planet has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 35 people have provided feedback.
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